
“Is accepting your new reality even if its less good than the one you had before. You 

can fight it, you can do nothing but scream about it or you can accept it and try to 

put together something that’s good.”

- Elizabeth Edwards
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 VAA has been commended on our work from many partner agencies this highlights how successful our role is as a 

strategic partner and leadership organisation. VAA strategic work is also influential and recognised at all levels of Health 

and Social Care Integration ranging from our community development approach to working in localities across Angus, to 

making an important contribution on strategic leadership within the Integrated Joint Board. Our partnership working within 

Health and Social Care has been helped with the new addition of our eight Social Prescribing workers, who are based 

across the county in GP practices working alongside our locality workers to provide support to anyone with social issues. 

This coincides with our capacity building work, in order to create a fairer economy and with empowering communities to 

create an Angus that actively cares. In Community Planning, VAA continues to be proactive in facilitating the involvement 

of the third sector in many key outcomes including poverty, mental health and the economy. This is evident through our 

transforming services process, which has excelled this year through Angus Connect and other platforms created during the 

emergency response.

 The needs of the community are still being met, although the HARRT work ceased in July, VAA have not stopped providing 

support to the community. We are still responding to requests to provide food provision, prescription pick up, dog walking 

and befriending. At the moment the requests are coming through from people who have been asked to isolate through test 

and protect or individuals who have contracted the virus.

 We are very much working in partnership with Angus Health and Social Care Partnership and Angus council as well as our 

Third Sector colleagues. We are now looking at ways we can incorporate this type of support into our business as usual 

work.
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•We believe no one should be left behind so we ensured we made contact and engaged with every individual who received 

support from us during lockdown. We did this through our locality workers, the workers are provided people with welfare 

checks over the phone. We supported over 4535 and what we wanted to ensure is that individuals were not feeling left alone 

and frightened to ask for help. We provided these calls and on the back of this individuals felt supported and less lonely and 

isolated during these unprecedented times. 

•We are running our own volunteer befriender service and have over 500 befriendees being support by 150 volunteers 

through weekly phone calls this is a much needed service and is absolutely tacking loneliness and isolation across the 

county.

•Lastly we are working on opening an out of hours service where the community can have access to much needed support 

during the evenings and weekends this has of course taken a lot of planning and we are currently running out of resources to 

be able to provide food to individuals most in need, we are looking at ways to bring in funding for this service. Our plans are 

that if people are needing food provision over the evenings and weekends we are having an on call approach within our 

organisation and have secured volunteers who can pick up pre bought food parcels from each of the fire stations in Angus, 

we are working in partnership with Scottish fire and rescue as these buildings are open all hours they have allowed us to 

store provisions within their premises. This reduces the risk of family’s going hungry out with the normal 9-5 working hours.

•Through community planning partnership and our Angus Women’s Aid colleagues we have noticed that women who are 

suffering from abuse or living with an abusive partner have been one of the main demographics who have suffered during 

lockdown therefore we are creating a test of change whereby we will create a safe space for women and a one stop shop 

when it comes.
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I wish to thank our fantastic board members, Voluntary Action Angus staff and volunteers in supporting and helping to steer

the organisation through what has been an extremely challenging year. I would also like to thank our colleagues in the Third

Sector, and across all sectors including Angus Council and Angus Health and Social Care Partnership. I appreciate that

despite the challenges they face (as does the third sector face challenges), their desire for doing the best possible for Angus

people and communities continues to drive their passion and inspires leadership.

I feel very fortunate to work within the third sector and provide leadership within a forward thinking strategic organisation

such as VAA. As well as providing support to the Third Sector, VAA also has the role of strategic partner within HSCP and

CPP. Much of my work requires a balance between the many strategic partnership meetings I attend and in supporting

organisations on the ground, building their strategic planning business plans and often helping them to survive, realign and

grow. At partnership level, the concepts and initiatives I propose are much welcomed by our partners as an important

contributor to both preventative approaches and building an asset based approach in Health and social care. I am delighted

to report that this year, VAA as the TSI has negotiated a large amount of funding for the sector. This funding comes from

different providers and there is of course criteria which organisations will have to meet. This shows that there’s been a huge

shift across Angus when it comes to working collaboratively, I would like to note that shift is not just within the Third Sector

but also with our statutory partners. VAA have been asked to facilitate and distribute the funds, this is a fantastic opportunity

as it shows that our partners are now seeing us as a strategic leadership organisation and allowing us as an organisation to

take control of monies.

I end my report by paying tribute to third sector colleagues who come together through the collaborative and in other

settings. They are very talented hard working people, who as well as managing the demands of their own organisations,

demonstrate their passion, graft and values through a belief in our sector and a collective desire to do their best for

communities.



Volunteering

Covid-19 Response & Recovery
Voluntary Action Angus Staff and volunteers have been working tirelessly during the pandemic to respond to the 

needs of the community of Angus. From 18 March 2020 frontline emergency support mechanisms were developed 

and implemented through real partnership work between Angus Council and Voluntary Action Angus (VAA) which 

all stemmed from an initiative that was agreed by VAA and Angus Health and Social Care Partnership. The ability 

for all partners to embrace and understand the situation, trust and use each other’s strengths to the benefit of 

delivering a service for vulnerable members of our community, has been key for this successful initiative and 

continuous partnership. Systems were quickly identified and developed which enabled area coordinators (from 

both VAA and communities team working as one team to access and support the many volunteers to deliver 

prescriptions, provide shopping and / or emergency food parcels and befriending to those most in need.

Within 3 weeks staff (both VAA and communities’ team) were responding to up to 100 requests per day at the 

height of the pandemic. This immediate flexibility to respond was created through meaningful approaches in 

working authentically with communities that required barriers to be removed and supporting new forms of trans-

disciplinary working between VAA and departments within Angus Council and Health and Social Care Partnership. 

VAA also quickly noticed that the wider third sector had to adapt their way of delivering services, it was essential 

that the third sector had a role within this multi-disciplinary team. 

We started a new initiative - Angus Connect with the Third Sector and partner agencies this brought all 

organisations together in order to build the capacity of the third sector and actively promote the sector to show we 

were still there supporting the community even if the work was being carried out slightly differently. This allowed us 

to reach people most in need of support and ensure no one fell through the gaps. We were and continue to work 

with roughly 20 third sector organisations. We all worked very well in providing the communities of Angus with 

services and support.



Volunteering
Covid-19 Response & Recovery

During this crisis we were working closer than ever to ensure no one in Angus fell through the gaps and 

everyone received the support they needed. As a partnership we were and still are delivering a range of 

services, but due to the current situation there were three main themes that are continuously arising. These 

were: food, prescription delivery and loneliness and isolation. As the numbers of requests increased and Angus 

Council started to respond with their COVID 19 access line, the partnership was strengthened through members 

of the councils Justice team and most recently the council’s Welfare Rights team joining the staff in front line 

delivery. This has enabled the team to enhance existing knowledge and experience already gained and 

compliment a personal and holistic approach that people need in order to cope in these challenging times. Over 

the course of both lockdowns VAA recruited and deployed over 1100 volunteers and responded to 140 requests 

for support each day resulting in VAA support over 4535 members of the community.

As we have begun to move into recovery VAA have been working with the HSCP to support the Covid 

vaccination clinics from January 2021 to date VAA have provided support for a total of 410 days, this amounts to 

a total 1285 shifts with 1474 volunteers covering.







Locality Working, Social 

Prescribing and Breast Buddies

• Our work with NHS Tayside to set up a successful breast buddying volunteering service targeting areas of poverty, evidence 

has shown that this project has had a number of positive outcomes for both mums and volunteers: from March 2020 there 

have been over 300 referrals into the service which requires the development worker to support, recruit and provide training 

to volunteers in order to support the mums. During the COVID Pandemic this support has increased as it has to be virtually 

at the moment, Breast Buddies coordinator holds weekly network meetings as well as providing one to one support.

• VAA responded to 2600 volunteering enquiries.

• On-going work to ensure volunteer ambition inherent in all key strategic planning.

• VAA leads action on developing an Angus that actively cares.

• VAA employs 4 locality workers who work every day with local communities, volunteers, third sector organisations and 

partner agencies. Locally our staff deliver a range of activities and local events which:

 Help build cultures to actively care.

 Take action on combatting poverty

 Improve well-being and inclusion

Locality workers work closely with strategic and third sector organisations 3070 referrals into VAA.



Locality Working, Social Prescribing 
and Breast Buddies

In January 2020 through the Primary Care Improvement Plan VAA employed 8 new Social Prescribers this resulted 

in 2 workers covering each locality. January – September 2020 there were a total of 270 referrals made to the Social 

Prescribing service as you can see from the above background information this is data covers since the project was 

first launched to mid last year. 

I can confirm since September 2020 to March 2021 there have now been a total of 1830 referrals across Angus into 

the Social Prescribing service these figures cover all GP Practices. There has been an increase of 1560 new 

referrals over the last six months of the service compared to last year. This is a huge development for the service as 

it shows that the awareness raising across sectors and the benefits of seeing a social prescriber is now reaching 

more individuals. It is important to note that the service is still operating differently due to Covid restrictions and I do 

believe that as restrictions ease we will see an even larger surge in referral ratings for the service.

One of the main objectives of the service is to ensure people have access to an appointment within a maximum of 

14 days, I am delighted to confirm that all appointments across each cluster have been accessed within the current 

time frame. Another of the previously mentioned benefit of Social Prescribing being within Voluntary Action Angus is 

the links we have as a Third Sector Interface and also with our locality workers, this allows our social prescribers an 

opportunity to have real time information of what’s available in the local area for individuals to be referred onto. The 

data shows that most social prescribers have been able to refer onto either community groups or other Third Sector 

organisations which is a huge benefit to all involved. Although the workers are limited to how they see referees at 

the moment it is comforting to know that the average initial appointments are still lasting up to 60 minutes which is 

allowing the social prescribers to get a full image of what the individual is dealing with at the time. 



Partnership Working
• Along with all of our response work our Interim CEO was made vice chair of the CPP and also attends IJB and all other 

strategic partnership meetings across the HSCP and Angus council as well as continuing to support the Angus Third Sector 
Collaborative and the wider third sector.

• Continue to expand and facilitate a transforming services process securing longer term funding for third sector on 

key outcomes, this has progressed well over the past year and we know have a working group where both 

statutory and third sector partners have the autonomy make decisions on the redesign of commissioning and 

procurement in Angus.

• Our interim CEO was on the panel to analyse the Connecting Scotland programme applications through SCVO in partnership 
with Angus Council. There were two rounds of this programme and Angus received over 200 iPad’s and laptops to distribute 
to identify families who are most in need of this type of equipment. This was a fantastic opportunity to highlight true 
partnership working.

• Within the field of Health and Social Care VAA invested in a strategic leadership team, which had more capacity to lead on 
third sector philosophy helping to influence the direction of strategic planning and to connect better to Third Sector delivery.
Our interim CEO takes leadership roles on the HSC Strategic partnership and leadership groups and The Integrated Joint 
Board. 



Partnership Working

• Voluntary Action Angus received two letter’s of recognition from the Interim Chief Executive of HSCP. This is absolutely 
fantastic and would not have happened if we didn’t have our staff team. It is very humbling for all of VAA staff to see that we 
are being appreciated for all the work we are involved in. Our locality team have been reaching our HSCP priorities by 
providing volunteers and coordinating the Covid clinics across the county our team have already provided support for over 
80 clinics since last month. We are receiving amazing feedback from both NHS staff and our HSCP colleagues. I continue to 
attend all strategic health and social care meetings including the IJB – this is our way of keeping everyone up to date around 
the Covid response and of course we are now about to start looking at recovery. HSCP have created a remobilization plan 
and again we were asked to complete a section within this as I highlighted before this is a great achievement for VAA.

• The fantastic partnership working between VAA and CPP is continuing to grow. Chief Executive of Angus Council contacted 
our Interim CEO regarding a new leadership academy which she was setting up with an organisation called Columba 1400. 
Angus Council Chief Executive was looking for 14 people most from Angus Council and others from the like of police, fire 
service, HSCP and the NHS. With VAA Interim CEO being asked to join the group this means Angus are the only local 
authority area to include the Third Sector. 

• VAA have also been asked to join the new Local Employability partnership, this is being rolled out across the county and the 
reason we have been asked is due to our role with volunteering and also as a link to the wider sector. I am currently 
attending these meetings at the moment but will possibly look at Lenny taking this over when the time is right.

• VAA Interim CEO has been a member or ARC (Angus Response to Covid) since the beginning of the second lockdown this 
was of course due to our fantastic volunteering initiative which supported thousands of Angus community members. These 
meetings are usually to keep the partnership working going and to update any changes etc. Although Angus Council have 
now been allocated large sums of funding to support organisations through Covid and to allow them to look at recovery. I 
had been asked to help facilitate how the funds can be spent, a proposal sheet went out to the third Sector for project ideas
and ARC have now created a separate group to assess and discuss such applications. I’m pleased to say that I have been 
asked to join both the funding sub group and the assessment panel in order to ensure the group have a full understanding of 
the impact the Third Sector has while providing services. 



Partnership Working

• Support to Third Sector is ongoing with many organisations receiving a range of support from governance to 

funding. VAA also have a fantastic working relationship with Angus Third Sector Collaborative, over the last year 

VAA invested in providing half the costs to provide system leadership training for all collaborative members this 

was a very successful process and has resulted in a new way of working for ATSC as well as new sub groups and 

Terms of Reference being created.

• Lastly VAA continue to support the development of Social Enterprise and over the last year have been 

commissioning a worker to work alongside Angus SEN. This arrangement has recently come to an end but like all 

working relationships the partnerships have only just began. VAA are working with Angus SEN to create a new 

work plan with the intent to employ a new Social Enterprise worker for Angus.

• I believe much of the partnership work between the Third and statutory sectors has grown massively over the past 

year which has led to all organisations having a larger impact on the communities of angus as well as providing 

many new funding opportunities.



Funding Acquired for Third Sector

• Below highlights some of the funding opportunities VAA have facilitated over the year, most of this funding has 

either been distributed to the Third Sector directly through VAA or VAA have had a pivotal role in securing and 

helping to advocate for the sector as part of a panel/sub group.

• HSCP Agile 2 monies - £72,000 – Negotiated by VAA with HSCP partners: This particular bid was for to pay 

for a consultant to train all staff on Microsoft teams. All funding bids were successful apart from one which didn’t 

meet the criteria. As we are a member of the collaborative all VAA staff will be receiving this training. This will have 

a huge positive impact on how we work as an organisations as most things are now digital it allows us to use the 

software to its full potential, which should make us more efficient in the way we work. For noting this training will 

actually be delivered to 238 individuals across the sector which will again have a massive impact on community 

development and organizational sustainability. 

• ARC Funding – £674,000 – this funding opportunity is slightly more complex, Angus Council have a number of 

different funding pots therefore it was agreed at the ARC meeting that it would be easier for organisations to 

completed a proposal template of where they think there’s a gap and a proposal on how the organisation would fill 

it. I was again asked to facilitate this with the Third Sector, which I believe there were over 15 bids submitted. I 

have now recently been asked to join both the Angus Council funding sub group and the assessment panel to give 

a better insight into what impact the sector can make and allow a fairer process. This is again another great 

opportunity for the sector.



Funding Acquired for Third Sector

• Angus Wellness Fund - £80,000 – This funding was secured by VAA and again Angus Council have now decided 

to take a very similar approach to HSCP when it comes to trusting VAA to facilitate and distribute funds. After 

negotiations Angus Council have provided an SLA to VAA for this £80,000. This funding is to be specifically for 

organisations who work with Children and Families so although we are not entitled to this we are at the heart of 

funding circles which is exactly where the TSI should be. As there is currently a children services forum in Angus, I 

have connected with the chairperson of that group and there is now applications forms which have been sent to 

each member. This funding will come into VAA bank account for us to hold onto until decisions have been made 

through the application process.

• NHS Tayside and HSCP - £50,000 – I have been asked to join the sub group to help assess applications for the 

above funding. This funding opportunity has been exposed to all the Third Sector and all HSCP services. 



VAA- The Way Forward 
When thinking about recovery and the way forward, I believe it would be a real disservice to the communities of Angus 

to go back to “normal” what we have to concentrate on now is the new normal and what we can all do collectively. One 

example of this would be to continue with our multi disciplinary teams and use Angus Connect as the platform to keep 

these partnerships active. We need to come together to look at how we can sustain this in the future. 

The main focus for VAA in 21/22 will be recovery with a focus on early intervention and prevention. We will continue to 

work in partnership with the third sector and with statutory partners to create An Angus that actively cares. We are 

nearing the end of volunteers week which has saw our locality workers get back into community engagement work, 

looking at what the needs are of the Angus community post Covid. More stats to follow once all information has been 

analysed. 

We are also working with CPP and third sector organisations to create a women’s centre which will provide a one stop 

shop for women in Angus to ensure services are more accessible. Our Social Prescribers are seeing patients face to 

face and providing new opportunities working alongside the locality workers to create new community groups e.g. 

healthy weight loss programme and menopause support group.

We know what we have to do in order to support the communities of Angus to ease ourselves into this new way of 

working, we have already done this without hesitation and without really thinking about it. We all participated in things 

that have come most natural to us and why we are in the jobs we’re in and that was caring, so let’s not lose the caring 

aspect of our work as we enter this new normal. Let’s build on an Angus that actively cares. 



“VAA – A forward thinking organisation”.

Feedback from Facebook 
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